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Multi-scale simulationa b s t r a c t
A computational homogenization technique for modeling diffusion in concrete is introduced with
emphasis on the influence of the aggregate content and variability. The highly heterogeneous material
is investigated on different scales by combining Variationally Consistent Homogenization on numerical
microstructures with analytical techniques accounting for lower, unresolved, length scales. The concrete
structure consists of the cement paste, the embedded aggregates, and the Interfacial Transition Zone (ITZ)
in between the two. Diffusion takes place in the cement phase, as well as in the ITZ. Since the thickness of
the ITZ is, typically, much smaller than the diameter of the aggregates, the effect of the ITZ can be mod-
elled as a surface transport around the aggregates. The occurrence of different aggregate sizes is
described via the Particle Size Distribution for given sieve curves, as described in design codes. The
Particle Size Distribution curve is split into two parts. The effect of smaller aggregates is homogenized
analytically using a mixture rule. This results in an effective matrix material consisting of cement paste
and the smaller aggregates. Synthetic structures are then generated numerically to account for the larger
aggregates. At first, a dense sphere packing is created based on the Particle Size Distribution. This infor-
mation is used to generate a weighted Voronoi diagram, which is modified by a shrinking process. This
procedure allows us to create periodic Representative Volume Elements for numerical investigations.
The overall diffusivity of the concrete mixture is evaluated upon using Variationally Consistent
Homogenization, in the context of Finite Element analysis, for the generated RVEs and compared with
analytical homogenization results and experimental data. It is found that, depending on the Particle
Size Distribution, the ITZ has a large effect on the effective properties.
 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under theCCBY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Concrete is an important material for building structures such
as e.g. retaining walls or bridges. It is highly heterogeneous on dif-
ferent scales. Concrete is often used as composite material in form
of reinforced concrete to increase e.g. tensile capacity and ductility.
Due to its heterogeneity on the small scale and the thereto relatedporosity, chloride ions can diffuse in the concrete and come in con-
tact with the reinforcement bars causing chloride induced corro-
sion. Analysis and discussion on the behavior of corroded bars in
concrete were presented e.g. by Auyeung et al. [3] and Zandi
et al. [28]. Another type of rebar corrosion, namely carbonation
induced corrosion, results from the ingress of atmospheric carbon
dioxide (CO2) into the concrete. The process of carbonation of con-
crete and its effect on reinforcement bars are discussed e.g. by
Anstice et al. and Hussain et al. [1,11].
1 Note that, throughout this paper, quantities referring to properties of the
mesoscopic RVE will be labeled with the subscript ””.
2 Note that this data set, which is chosen for illustration purposes, corresponds to
mortar rather than to meso-scale concrete. However, it is important to remark that
the method introduced in this paper is general and also suitable for much larger
aggregates.
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paste, mineral aggregates and a zone around these having higher
porosity and higher diffusion properties. This Interfacial Transition
Zone (ITZ) and its influence on the effective diffusivity of concrete
was recently examined in experimental and numerical studies.
Much of the experimental research has focused on identifying
and evaluating the ITZ properties and it’s thickness, which is found
to lie in the range of 0–50 lm, e.g. [7,27,26]. Analyses of the ITZ
under different aspects including the aggregate content and its
impact on the effective diffusivity were carried out by Gao et al.
[10].
In numerical modeling, computational homogenization is a
common tool to account for the multiple length scales of concrete.
One specific approach is Variationally consistent Computational
Homogenization (VCH), e.g. [12,13], where the homogenization
of the transient problem can be carried out in a direct fashion.
The basis for numerical investigations is knowledge about the
micro- and meso-structure of concrete, i.e. the spatial distribution
of the constituents in space. A well established method to account
for the aggregate content in concrete is the use of sieve curves.
There exists a number of studies which analyse the effect of aggre-
gate content on the overall properties of concrete, see e.g.
[4,14,18,21,23]. In those contributions, the meso-scale aggregates
are resolved as randomly distributed spherical inclusions. How-
ever, the need of resolving the aggregates leads to high computa-
tional costs if a large variety of aggregate sizes is considered.
Therefore, the before mentioned numerical studies are restricted
to rather homogeneous distributions of aggregate sizes, small
aggregates are ignored. Furthermore, Caré [5] reported that, in par-
ticular the small aggregates are important for the overall diffusivity
of chloride ions through meso-scale concrete. Hence, ignoring
small aggregates in numerical simulation will lead to results that
underestimate the effect of the ITZ on the overall diffusion proper-
ties of the compound. Moreover, several studies, e.g. [6,25],
reported the importance of the shape of the aggregate which can-
not be represented by meso-scale models with spherical aggre-
gates. Therefore, the application of Voronoi diagrams for
generation of meso-scale models with randomly distributed aggre-
gates might be a suitable alternative for more natural aggregate
shapes as recently studied e.g. for poly-crystalline structures [9]
and for meso-scale asphalt concrete [22,24]. Finally, it was
reported in several studies that the size of the ITZ depends on
the aggregate size [16,17,19].
In this paper, we aim at executing efficient numerical multi-
scale modeling of chloride diffusion in concrete to gain insight
about the corrosion process in reinforced concrete. We generate
artificial structures for numerical simulation using Particle Size
Distributions (PSD) for sieve curves obtained from the literature
[5,26]. To overcome the aforementioned deficiencies of previous
studies we take into account a large variety of aggregate sizes as
well as irregular aggregate shapes. The generation of structures
undergoes three steps and is discussed in more detail in Section 2:
First, the generation of a dense sphere packing is performed by
means of the Lubachevsky-Stillinger algorithm [8]. Second, a
weighted Voronoi tessellation [20] is generated. Third, the (initially
convex) polyhedral cells stemming from the Voronoi tessellation
are shrunk in a random fashion to mimic the irregular shape of
mineral aggregates, e.g. crushed rock. The synthetically generated
aggregate structures are used to simulate mass diffusion within a
control volume. The transport of ions in the ITZ is modeled as dif-
fusion along the surface of the mineral aggregates whilst the aggre-
gates themselves are assumed to be impermeable for ion diffusion.
The upscaling of the diffusion properties from the meso-scale con-
trol volume towards the overall macroscopic diffusivity is executed
in terms of VCH in Section 4. To account for the ITZ effect associ-
ated with small aggregates, the aggregate content is split into2
smaller and larger aggregates. Whilst the larger aggregates are
geometrically resolved via Voronoi tessellation, the diffusion on
the scale of the smaller aggregates is homogenized analytically
via appropriate mixture rules in Section 3, i.e. without resolving
the smaller aggregates geometrically for the sake of reduced com-
putation times. In Section 5, the multi-scale model is tested and
validated against experimental data taken from the literature.2. Generation of synthetic meso-structures
2.1. Preliminaries
We model mass diffusion in three-phase concrete by applying
VCH. In this approach, the effective properties, such as the diffusiv-
ity of chloride through the three-phase concrete, are obtained from
homogenization over a Representative Volume Element (RVE)1. In
this Section, we propose a technique to generate such RVEs artifi-
cially for numerical simulation. The generation procedure is based
on sieve curves taken from the literature. Such RVEs have to be, on
the one hand, small enough to allow for numerical simulations at
reasonable costs. On the other hand, they have to be large enough
to be representative for the full structure. For the investigation of
three-phase concrete, we assume separation of scales between the
macro-level and the RVE level, subsequently called meso-level. Thus,
L  L  LM, see Fig. 1.
Moreover, we introduce an even smaller length scale, denoted
micro-scale, that consists of the smaller aggregates, ITZ and
cement paste. By contrast, the matrix material on the meso-level
represents a mixture stemming from homogenization of the
micro-scale properties. Our motivation for introducing this a priori
split into larger aggregates (within the mesoscopic RVE) and smal-
ler aggregates (within a ”micro-RVE”) is to ensure reasonably low
computational costs. More precisely: For computational efficiency,
the number of aggregates that can be fully resolved in the 3D RVE
is limited. If the range of aggregate sizes that needs to be resolved
in one RVE becomes too large, a huge amount of smaller aggregates
is needed to match a desired sieve curve. Decomposing the sets
into smaller and larger aggregates helps to bypass this limitation
and to achieve suitably simplified yet realistic aggregate
structures.
Our goal is to implement a numerical procedure that is able to
generate synthetic aggregate structures based on given sieve curve
data. An example sieve curve is shown in Fig. 2 a) with aggregate
sizes ranging between d = 0:075 mm and d = 4:75 mm [26]2 Here,
the black dots and lines represent upper and lower bounds for the
grading of a concrete mixture from ASTM Type I Portland cement,
sand and water. Their volume/mass are summed up and presented
according to the cumulative mass fraction given in m-% versus the
mesh size that is directly related to the average aggregate size. The
sieve curve of the synthetic structure shall range within those
bounds. As mentioned above, the explicit modeling of all aggregates
would lead to unacceptably complex RVEs which are not easily
accessible for numerical simulations at reasonable costs. We, there-
fore, homogenize the material properties on the micro-scale a priori
and, for convenience, divide the sieve curve at an amount passing of
50 m-%. Only the aggregates above the corresponding mesh size are
resolved in the mesoscopic RVE. Hereby, the diameter of the syn-
thetic aggregates is computed as the diameter of the volume-
equivalent sphere. The sieve curve of an example realization of syn-
Fig. 1. Scale transition. The mortar-like matrix material of the meso-scale consists of the cement paste (CP) and small aggregates (SA). Here CI;S and CI are the ITZ of the small
and large aggregates (LA) and M denote the matrix material. The volume of the RVE is jX j and the aggregates are separated by dSA;max < dLA;min.
Fig. 2. a) Sieve curve for an example structure. Red dots refer to the large aggregates of the resolved meso-RVE shown in b). Blue dots represent small aggregates in the micro-
RVE (not displayed). b) Mesh of the example meso-RVE (nA  0:42; L ¼ 2:1229 mm, d ¼ 0:3 mm 6 d 6 1:18 mm).
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large aggregates are marked with red dots. The (unresolved) small
aggregates for an example micro-RVE problem are given as blue
dots. Note that, for the synthetic structure, each dot corresponds
to one single aggregate whilst, in a standard sieve curve, it is counted
how many aggregates can pass through that particular mesh.
The aggregates are impermeable and, in consequence, not mod-
eled explicitly but taken as cutouts of the RVE as shown in Fig. 2 b).
One advantage of the artificial generation of structures is that the
RVEs can be a priori generated in a periodic fashion to facilitate
the application of Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBC) during
upscaling. The ITZ is assumed to be very thin and its thickness to
be much smaller than the aggregate length scale. Thus, we techni-
cally describe diffusion through the ITZ on the aggregates surface
and do not resolve the ITZ domain explicitly.3
The volume fractions of the concrete phases are defined as
nA ¼ jXAjjXj ¼
jXLAj þ jXSAj
jXj ¼ nLA þ nSA and nM ¼
jXMj
jXj ; ð1Þ
where LA; SA and M denote the large or small aggregates and the
homogenized matrix material containing the pure cement paste
and the small aggregates. The volume of the RVE is jXj, and the
subscript A refers to all aggregates (SA and LA). The volume fraction
of the ITZ is assumed to be much smaller than nA;nM. It is important
to remark that, even though the volume fraction of the ITZ is negli-
gibly small, the ITZ has a strong effect on the overall diffusivity of
the structure. Due to the choice of diffusivity of the ITZ we do not
specify the thickness but assume that this thickness is very small
and in the range of lm.
Fig. 3. a) Lubachevsky-Stillinger algorithm. The aggregates V i and V j , i,j = 1;2; . . . ;N, move in the unit cube X. The PSD is controlled by the radius with interdependent growth
rate. b) Example for resulting dense packing of spherical aggregates.
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explained in more detail subsequently. At first, a dense sphere
packing with given PSD is generated. Second, a weighted Voronoi
tessellation is generated to model the artificial aggregates. Third,
these Voronoi cells are shrunk to adjust the desired volume
fraction.
2.2. Generation of dense sphere packings and polyhedral aggregates
We start by generating dense periodic sphere packings as pre-
cursor structures for the desired mesoscopic part of the sieve
curve. We use the Lubachevsky-Stillinger algorithm [8,15] to find
a dense packing of spheres with variable radii. The algorithm calcu-
lates moving elastic spheres with random initial positions and
velocities that grow under a given PSD. The algorithm uses
event-driven molecular dynamics shown in Fig. 3 a). At time
t ¼ 0, each sphere i is located at position xi, has an initial velocity
vi and an initial diameter di ¼ 0. Based on the given sieve curve, we
specify a PSD and take it as input for the growth rate gi of the
spheres. The spheres grow linearly in time with
di tnþ1ð Þ ¼ di tnð Þ þ gi tnþ1  tnð Þ and may undergo elastic collisions.
Here, tn and tnþ1 are the times at which collision n and nþ 1 occur.
If the spheres i and j get in contact, their velocities are recomputed.
The time tnþ1 is calculated from
jxi tnþ1ð Þ  xj tnþ1ð Þj2 ¼14 di tnþ1ð Þ þ dj tnþ1ð Þ
 2
; ð2aÞ












a ¼jvi tnð Þ  vj tnð Þj2  gi þ gj
 2
; ð3aÞ
b ¼2 xi tnð Þ  xj tnð Þ
   vi tnð Þ  vj tnð Þ  gi þ gj  di tnð Þ þ dj tnð Þ ; ð3bÞ
c ¼jxi tnð Þ  xj tnð Þj2  14 di tnð Þ þ dj tnð Þ
 2
: ð3cÞ
Hereby, no solution means no collision, one solution means a
contact between the spheres, and finding two solutions means that
there is an overlap of the spheres resulting in a re-computation of
velocities. The process is finished if the time step between two col-
lisions is smaller than a predefined value. An example for the
resulting periodic dense packing is presented in Fig. 3b).4
In a second step, a radical Voronoi tessellation [2,20] is per-
formed on the basis of the sphere packing. The positions of the
spheres and the radii serve as input parameters for the generation
of the Voronoi diagram. Thus, the generator points, i.e. the center
points of the spheres, are assigned a weight according to their
radius [22]. The resulting geometry has an aggregate volume frac-
tion of nA ¼ 1 and therefore needs a change to adjust the desired
volume fraction.2.3. Adjustment of the volume fractions
The last step is about shrinking the Voronoi cells. The Voronoi
diagram contains the three dimensional Voronoi cells in form of
polyhedrons and the associated seed points PS;i. To adjust the vol-
ume fraction, we re-use the spheres stemming from the dense
sphere packing in the previous step and randomly distribute Nk
points on this sphere. Thus, we create points on a spherical hull
around the seed points. The Voronoi cell and the hull may intersect
each other, see Fig. 4a). The distribution function of these random
hull-points PH;k is uniform. We use spherical coordinates in the
form
xk ¼rk cos hkð Þ cos ukð Þ; ð4aÞyk ¼rk cos hkð Þ sin ukð Þ; ð4bÞzk ¼rk sin hkð Þ; ð4cÞ
where rk ¼ 0:5dk is given by the PSD, hk is the latitude, and uk is the
azimuth angle. If a point of this hull PH;k, k = 1;2; . . . ;Nk, is located
outside the related Voronoi cell, the point is moved towards the
center of the sphere. This process is controlled by the shrinking fac-
tor s 2 0;1½ . Starting from s ¼ 1, this factor is successively reduced
in an iterative fashion until all hull points are located within the
associated Voronoi cell and until the volume fraction of aggregates
in the RVE matches the desired value. In other words, if a hull-point
PH;k is located outside the associated Voronoi cell, the radius of this
point is multiplied with the shrinking factor via ri;k ¼ sri. Here, the
index i refers to the ith Voronoi cell. Subsequently the related coor-
dinates xk are used to recalculate the volume of the new shrunk
(and possibly non-convex) polyhedron. That means, each hull point
is multiplied by the same shrinking factor, but not all points are
shrunk. The randomness of this procedure allows to generate aggre-
gates with highly variable shapes as illustrated in Fig. 4 b)-d) for dif-
ferent values Nk.
Fig. 4. Shrinking of a Voronoi cell. a) The seed points PS;i serve as center points for a spherical hull with, in this 2D case, 15 number of hull points PH;k that are shrunk by the
factor s. Additional: Examples for shrunk structures with shape parameters a) Nk = 10 hull points PH;k and s = 0:55, b) Nk = 33 and s = 0:74, c) Nk = 80 and s = 0:69..
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manner within a unit cube, see Fig. 4 b). Since we consider dif-
fusion through the volume of the cement paste as well as via
the ITZ, i.e. the aggregate surface, the size of the RVE in relation
to the aggregate diameters becomes relevant. It is, therefore,
necessary to scale the artificial microstructure. This is effectu-
ated based on the largest sieve size dmax and the largest gener-
ated sphere with diameter dunitmax. The volume of the RVE is
computed as
V ¼ i3Vunit with i ¼ dmax
dunitmax
: ð5Þ3. Meso-scale model of chloride diffusion
3.1. Preliminaries
We execute homogenization of the micro-scale based on a Tay-
lor assumption to capture the complexity of the structure of con-
crete. As mentioned in Section 2, the aggregates below a specific
mesh size dmin = 0:2 mm are homogenized analytically on the
micro-scale to derive material properties for the numerical study
on the meso-scale. The microscopic control volume XM contains
the cement paste as matrix material with a distribution m Rð Þ of
spherical small aggregates with radius Ri per volume mixture. Each
sphere is surrounded by the ITZ. Using the Taylor assumption, we
seek the overall diffusivity DM in cm2/s from averaging the flux due
to a uniform gradient f = $c. We therefore need to define at first
the diffusion coefficients for all phases.5
3.2. Bulk and interface diffusion
Chloride diffusion is strongly dependent on the diffusivity of the
three phases: aggregates, cement paste, and ITZ. We assume the
aggregates to be impermeable, i.e. DSA ¼ 0 cm2/s. The diffusivity
of the cement paste is set to DCP = 1E7 cm2/s which is in the range
of realistic diffusion properties according to [5,18]. The diffusivity
of the ITZ is higher than the one of the cement paste. We introduce
the scale factor f to easily assess the diffusivity of the ITZ and define
the ‘‘effective diffusivity” D̂I;S as
D̂I;S ¼ f DCP in XM;: ð6Þ
Note that the factor f (dimension of a length) is a material parame-
ter that contains, in an implicit fashion, information about the
thickness of the ITZ as well as about the intrinsic diffusivity of the
ITZ. Whilst the thickness of the ITZ could be detected e.g. via 3D
imaging, the (inhomogeneous) distribution of the intrinsic diffusiv-
ity within the ITZ is very hard to assess. Therefore, we propose to
use f as the only model parameter for the effective ITZ diffusivity.
Subsequently, we will demonstrate how f and, thereby, the effective
diffusivity of the ITZ can be identified from experimental data. Fur-
thermore note that Nilenius et al. [18] proposed the comparable for-
mulation bDI;S = DI;St= DCP f , where DI;S is the intrinsic diffusivity and t
characterizes the corresponding thickness of the ITZ whereby f has
dimension of a length. The latter formulation bears the advantage
that f is the only unknown material parameter in the model instead
of the generally two unknown parameters t and DI;S.
In order to determine the effective diffusivity, we need to derive




Aggregate diameter d = 0:075;0:2½  mm d = 0:3;1:18½  mm and




nSA ¼ 0:5 nA nLA ¼ 0:5 nA
Diffusivity of the matrix DCP = 1E 7 cm2/s D = D D ;n ; bD ; n̂
 
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ume of the ITZ is negligible and the volume fraction of small aggre-
gates is defined as
n
	
SA ¼ VSAVM in XM;: ð7Þ
Here, the volume of one small aggregate VSA;i ¼ 4=3 pR3i is com-
puted as the volume of a sphere with radius Ri.3 This volume frac-
tion of the small aggregates in XM; is linked to the volume fraction
of small aggregates in X, see (1), via ~nSA ¼ nSA=nM.
We introduce n̂
I;S in cm
1 as a weight factor that quantifies how
much the ITZ, surrounding a spherical aggregate, contributes to the
overall diffusivity. Note that n̂
I;S is introduced to take into account
that, given a concentration gradient f c½ , only those parts of the
sphere surface contribute that are parallel to f c½ . Those parts are
called ”active parts” of the surface. The derivation of n̂
I;S is given
subsequently.
3.3. Homogenization of the micro-scale properties
The relations for quasi-static mass diffusion conditions on the
micro-scale are given as
J ¼ DCP  f c½  in XCPDSA  f c½  in XSA
 
; ð8aÞ
JT ¼ bDI;S Î  f c½  on CI; ð8bÞ
where Î = I n n is the surface projection with the normal vector
n. The material parameters are given in Table 1, and the diffusivity
tensors are written in the case of isotropy as
DCP ¼ DCP I; DSA ¼ DSA I: ð9Þ
We adopt the assumption of uniform gradient, i.e. f c½  ¼ fM in
XM; to derive the effective diffusivity using the Taylor assumption



















where the distribution m Rð Þ is the frequency of aggregates per vol-
ume in the mixture jXM j;V Rð Þ is the volume of a sphere (represent-
ing a small aggregate) and ~nCP ¼ 1 ~nSA. We derive the volume of
one small aggregate as the volume of a sphere V Rð Þ ¼ 43pR3 and

















Using the surface projection, we identify the ‘‘active” part Ŝ Rð Þ
of the surface as




Hence, we only evaluate that part of the aggregate surface, i.e.
of the ITZ, that is parallel to the uniform concentration gradient
fM. Considering spherical aggregates, we restrict to the simplest
case of isotropy, i.e. Ŝ Rð Þ = bS Rð Þ I which gives
3 Remember that the small aggregates are not resolved geometrically. Instead, a
Taylor rule is applied which assumes the small aggregates to be spheres.
6
bS Rð Þ ¼ e3  Ŝ Rð Þ  e3 ¼ e3  Z
@V









R2 sinH cos2 hdhdu





Thus, we can derive the weight factor asZ Rmax
Rmin







m Rð Þ 8
3
pR2 dR: ð16Þ
The frequency m Rð Þ depends on the PSD, see Fig. 2a). It is calcu-
lated based on the sieve curve, i.e. each spherical aggregate is
unique with radius Ri, which givesZ Rmax
Rmin
m Rð ÞF Rð ÞdR ! 1jXM;j
XN
i¼1
F Rið Þ; ð17Þ
for any function F Rð Þ, where N is the number of all aggregates on the
















p R2i : ð19Þ
Assuming isotropy, we rewrite the effective mass flux upon
combining (6) and (19) as JM ¼ DM  fM in g/(cm2 s) with the effec-
tive diffusivity in XM; defined as
DM ¼ ~nCP DCP þ ~nSA DSA þ n̂
I;S bDI;Sh iI: ð20Þ
For the subsequent numerical studies, we introduce the nor-










¼ ~nCP þ n̂
I;S f ; ð21Þ
which serves as input parameter for the meso-scale RVE problem. In
(21), we set DSA ¼ 0.
3.4. Strong and weak format of the meso-scale problem
We develop a model for mesoscopic mass diffusion in a three-
phase concrete under static conditions. We assume the large
aggregates to be impermeable, i.e. DLA ¼ 0, and compute the massmaterial
M M CP SA I;S I;S
Effective diffusivity of
the ITZ
bDI;S ¼ f DCP bDI ¼ f DCP
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 Rþ ! R and the
mass concentration of the ITZ cI : CI  Rþ ! R for the system
J cM½   $ ¼ 0in XM; ð22aÞ
cM ¼ cPon CM;D; ð22bÞ
J :¼ J cM½   n ¼ JPon CM;N; ð22cÞ
JT cI½   $T þ J cM½   n ¼ 0on CI; ð22dÞ
cI ¼ cpI on LI;D; ð22eÞ
JT cI½   n ¼ JPTon LI;N; ð22fÞ
where n is defined as the outwards pointing normal of the aggre-
gate surface. In (22d), J cM½   n is the leak-off from CI into XM. We
assume continuous concentration which leads to the interface
condition
c ¼ cM ¼ cI on CI: ð23Þ
To simplify notation, we henceforth skip the indices and use c to
denote the concentration in XM XA and on CI. The constitutive
relations for the mass flux J in g/(cm2s) are defined as
J c½  :¼ D  f c½ ;f c½  :¼ $c; ð24aÞ
JT c½  :¼ D̂I  fT c½ ;fT c½  :¼ $Tc; ð24bÞ
where square brackets  r½  relate to operational dependency of  on
r, and fT c½  is the gradient of the mass concentration c. We apply
the gradient operator f c½  for the matrix material and the tangential
gradient operator fT c½ :¼ I n n½   f c½  that is used on CI. The diffu-
sivity tensors D in cm2/s and D̂ in cm3/s are, in case of isotropy,
defined as
D ¼ DM I; D̂I ¼ bDI I; ð25Þ
where, again, bDI = f DCP.
We introduce the standard space-variational format for the sys-
tem in (22) as follows: Find c xð Þ in the appropriately defined
spaces CM  CI that solveZ
XM
f c½   DM  f dc½  dX
Z
CI
J  ndc dC ¼ 
Z
CM;N
JP dc dC8dc 2 C0M;
ð26aÞZ
CI
fT c½   D̂I  fT dc½  dCþ
Z
CI
J  ndc dC ¼ 
Z
LI;N
JPT dc dL8dc 2 C0I ;
ð26bÞ
where C0M and C
0
I are the appropriately defined test spaces.
4. Variationally consistent homogenization
4.1. First-order homogenization in the spatial domain
We are now able to define the two-scale problem based on the
single-scale problem in Section 3.4. This problem depends on run-
ning averages in the weak format and scale separation via first-
order homogenization which are defined subsequently. At first,
we replace the space-variational problem in (26) by that of finding
c xð Þ 2 CFE2 that solvesR
XM
a;M c; dcð Þ dXþ
R
CI
a;I c; dcð Þ dC ¼
 RCM;N JP dc dC RLI;N JPT dc dL 8dc 2 CFE2 ; ð27Þ
7
where the pertinent space-variational forms in (27) are given as
a c; dcð Þ ¼ $c  DM  $dch i;M;




These forms represent running averages on cubic domains
Xwith the side length Lwhich are located at each macro-scale













where the volume averaging operator over XLA vanishes as the
aggregates are impermeable, i.e. DLA = 0. The weak form in (27) is
the basis for the VCH discussed subsequently.
We introduce scale separation and first-order homogenization.
Thus, we decompose the sub-scale mass concentration c into a
macro-scale part cM and a fluctuation part cs within each RVE in
the format
c ¼ cM c½  þ cs; with cM xð Þ :¼ c þ f  x xð Þ; f :¼ f c½ : ð30Þ
Note that, in this stationary problem, the macroscopic concen-
tration c is energy-free and plays the role of a ‘‘rigid body” mode.
Therefore, c ¼ 0 can be chosen for convenience. The two-scale trial
and test space are defined as
CFE2 :¼ cjX;i ¼ cM c½  þ csi ; csi 2 C
s
;i; c 2 C
n o
; ð31Þ
where C and Cs;i are the finite element discretized trial spaces for
the macro- and meso-scopic problem on the RVE derived as
c 2 CFE2 ! c; csi
	 
  2 C Cs;ih i; ð32Þ
i.e. there exist cs with corresponding space Cs;i for each single RVE
X;i.
We restate the two-scale problem taking into account the inter-
pretation dcsi ¼ dcs, by finding c; csi
	 
  2 CFE2 that solvesR
XM
a;M c; cM d c
h iþ dcs  dXþ RCI a;I c; cM d ch iþ dcs  dC ¼
 RCM;N JP cM d ch iþ dcsh i dC RLI;N JPT cM d ch iþ dcsh i dL 8dc 2 CFE2 :
ð33Þ
4.2. Macro-scale problem
We test now with a purely macroscopic test functions, i.e.
dc ¼ cM dc½ . As a result, we obtain the homogenized macro-scale
problem from (33) asZ
X






JPTdc dL 8dc 2 C0; ð34Þ
where the macro-scale flux is defined as
J :¼ Jh i ¼  D  f c½ h i;M  D̂I  fT c½ 
D E
;I
: ð35Þ4.3. Meso-scale problem on an RVE
Taking into account the difference operator
s  t xð Þ ¼  xþð Þ   xð Þ, we introduce the additional model
assumption that cs is periodic
scst ¼ 0 8x 2 Cþ ð36Þ
which makes the RVE problem uniquely solvable. Here, x 2 Cþ are
the image points and x 2 C the corresponding mirror points on
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tional format such that
d dk; cð Þ ¼ d dk;f  x
 
;8dk 2 T;M [ T;I; ð37Þ
where the RVE forms are defined as
d;M kM; cð Þ :¼ 1jXj
Z
Cþ;M
kM sct dC; ð38aÞ
d;I kI; cð Þ :¼ 1jXj
Z
Lþ;I
kI sct dL; ð38bÞ





kM sxt dC  f; ð38cÞ





kI sxt dL  f: ð38dÞ





test space for boundary fluxes is defined as
T;M ¼ L2 Cþ;M
 h i3
ð39Þ
with the space L2 of square integrable functions and T;I represents
ki 2 R for each printLþ;I. By this, we state the space-variational RVE
format as follows: For a given gradient f find
c xð Þ 2 C; kM 2 T;M; kI 2 T;I that solves
a;M c; dcð Þ þ a;I c; dcð Þ þ d;M kM; dcð Þ þ d;I kI; dcð Þ ¼ 0;8dc 2 C;
d;M dkM; cð Þ ¼ d;M dkM;f  x
 
;8dkM 2 T;M; ð40bÞ
d;I dkI; cð Þ ¼ d;I dkI;f  x
 
;8dkI 2 T;I: ð40cÞ
Solving (40) allows us to derive the macroscopic diffusivity ten-
sor from the (linear) relation
J ¼ D  f ð41Þ
such that the components of the macroscopic diffusivity tensor in a
Cartesian system can be, due to the linearity of the problem, com-
puted as
Dij ¼  D
Ji
Dfj
; i; j ¼ 1;2;3: ð42Þ
Note that, in general, the macroscopic diffusivity can be aniso-






where Dii is the trace of the macroscopic diffusivity.
4.4. Analytical homogenization of the meso-scale problem
For comparison reasons, we subsequently define alternative for-
mulations for Dnorm that are based on analytical mixture rules of
the meso-scale properties. First, we adopt (21) for the meso-scale
problem such that






¼ nM DnormM þ n̂
I f ð44Þ









p R2i : ð45Þ8
Here, N is the number of (spherical) aggregates in the RVE. Note
that the definition (45) is computed in a way that only those parts
of the aggregate surface, i.e. of the ITZ, that are parallel to the over-
all concentration gradient contribute to the diffusion process.
A second alternative is to compute the macroscopic diffusivity
from the mixture rule





¼ nMDnormM þ n̂I f : ð46Þ







Again, N is the number of (spherical) aggregates in the RVE. The
surface weight n̂I is computed in a way that the entire surface of
the aggregates, not only the ”active” part, is contributing to the dif-
fusion process.
Clearly, (44) and (46) represent upper bounds for the predicted
macroscopic diffusivity.
5. Numerical investigations
For our numerical investigations, we generate various random
meso-structures according to the sieve curves given in [5,26]. All
material parameters are specified in Table 1. They are based on
experimental data taken from literature [5,18,26]. We execute
VCH of the meso-scale problem with geometrically resolved large
aggregates whilst the smaller aggregates are only considered via
the mixture rule (21). The reason for this split into (resolved) large
and (unresolved) small particles is that in typical sieve curves, e.g.
that one given in Fig. 2, the largest aggregates are more than one
order of magnitude larger in diameter than the smallest aggre-
gates. Fully resolving the entire bandwidth of small and large
aggregates would make it extremely costly and demanding to
resolve the full structure and to solve the RVE problem. The numer-
ical results of this hybrid technique (micro-problem – analytical
homogenization, meso-problem – VCH) are validated against the
experimental data. Moreover, we compare the VCH solutions with
results obtained from applying analytical homogenization rules for
both, micro- and meso-scale problem according to (44) and (46).
Subsequently, we investigate the properties of our multi-scale
model for diffusion in three-phase concrete. In Section 5.1, we
study how sensitive the predicted macroscopic diffusivity is for
variations in the sieve curve. In Section 5.2, we validate our model
against experimental data from the literature. Note that, for conve-
nience, we compute the diameter d of a mineral aggregate as the
diameter of the sphere with the equivalent volume.
5.1. Model sensitivity
We investigate the sensitivity of the multi-scale model for
changes in the underlying sieve curves. We consider four different
scenarios based on the sieve curve data included in Fig. 5. The
bounds for the sieve curves correspond to those in Fig. 2 a). In
the sieve curves, each blue dot represents a small aggregate and
each red dot a large aggregate in a random example realization.
Hereby, discrete sieve curves have been used for both, analytical
homogenization and VCH. The resulting effective diffusivity is plot-
ted versus the volume fraction of mineral aggregates for three dif-
ferent realizations per data point which are equipped with an error
bar to account for the scatter of the results. We vary the scaling fac-
tor from f ! 0 to f ¼ 0:05 mm.
First of all, we observe in all result curves the general trend that,
for f ! 0, the macroscopic diffusivity decays more or less linearly
with the volume fraction of the aggregates. This behavior is due
Fig. 6. Normalized logarithmic mass flux for a volume fraction of nLA  0:4. a) f ¼ 0 (no ITZ), b) f = 0:5 mm. Shape parameters used for aggregate generation: Nk = 33; s = 0:74.
Fig. 5. Normalized effective diffusivity Dnorm versus aggregate volume fraction nA for different aggregate content. a) Sieve curve with only small aggregates, b) sieve curve
with only large aggregates, c) full sieve curve with small and large aggregates, d) sieve curve with mono-disperse mesoscopic aggregates. Shape parameters used for
aggregate generation: Nk = 80; s = 0:6-0:8 in a)–c); Nk = 80; s = 0:38–0:95 in d).
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conductive (DSA ¼ DLA ¼ 0). Hence, the overall diffusivity becomes
smaller the larger the aggregates’ volume fraction is.
In Fig. 5a), the structure under investigation only contains small
aggregates, i.e. the meso-problem is homogeneous, and only the
mixture rule (21) is used. Aggregate diameters are chosen in the
range d 2 0:075;0:2½  mm. We observe a strong increase of the
overall diffusivity if f is increased even though the overall value9
of f ¼ 0:05 mm is very small compared to those that will be used
in Section 5.2. For the studied random realizations of the micro-
structure, the error bars are negligibly small.
Vice versa, the structure analyzed in Fig. 5 b) only contains large
aggregates with d 2 0:3;1:18½ mm diameter. The overall diffusivity
is studied in terms of VCH and the mesoscopic mixture rules (44)
and (46). We observe that, for all chosen values f, the mixture rule
(46), followed by the mixture rule (44), predicts the highest overall
Fig. 7. Comparison of the results of Fig. 5 c). Shape parameters used for aggregate
generation: Nk = 80; s = 0:6–0:8.
Fig. 8. Comparison of numerical results (yellow, purple) with experimental data
(black) from [5]. The ranges of aggregate diameters are: Fine (d 2 0:315;1½  mm),
medium (d 2 0:315;2½  mm), and coarse (d 2 1;4½  mm). Shape parameters used for
aggregate generation: Nk = 80; s = 0:6–0:8.
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obtained from the mixture rules are negligibly small. This is a con-
sequence of the fact that no meso-structural information, neither
aggregate shape nor spatial arrangement of aggregates in the
RVE, are taken into account in this case. By contrast, spatial resolu-
tion of the large aggregates leads to a significant scatter in the
results as seen in the error bars for the VCH results at f ! 0. This
scatter indicates that the RVE size, chosen for the sake of numerical
efficiency in this analysis, is not truly representative, see the dis-
cussion in Section 2.1. In this case, the aggregate shape and the
spatial distribution of the aggregates in the RVE influence the com-
puted overall diffusivity significantly, in particular at higher aggre-
gate volume fractions. By contrast, an increase in f, i.e. a setting
where diffusion through the ITZ is the dominating mechanism,
reduces the sensitivity of the overall diffusivity for the distribution
and shape of individual aggregates in the RVE. Thus, the macro-
scopic diffusivity for the studied random realizations is almost
identical. But it is most important to remark that, overall, the
increase in diffusivity for increasing f is much less pronounced than
for the micro-structure investigated in Fig. 5 a).
This can be observed in Fig. 5 c) in similar fashion, where the
previous micro-structures (d 2 0:075;0:2½  mm) and meso-
structures (d 2 0:3;1:18½  mm) are combined. Here, the overall dif-
fusivity is augmented in comparison to b) but less than for the
purely microscopic structure in a). In other words, the behavior
in c) is a combination of a) and b). Finally, Fig. 5 d) shows results
for an approximately mono-disperse meso-structure (d  1 mm).
The absence of smaller particles on the micro- and on the meso-
scale leads to a situation where the diffusion via the aggregate sur-
faces, i.e. via the ITZ, is of minor importance for the studied values
of f.
To illustrate the effect of the ITZ on the meso-scale diffusion
pattern we plot the normalized mass flux, i.e. the diffusive ‘‘speed”
of the ions, in Fig. 6 a) in the absence of any ITZ (f ! 0) and in b) for
f ¼ 0:5 mm. We observe that, if the ITZ is absent, the diffusion
mechanism tries to circumvent the particles. This leads to strong
local concentration gradients in the cement paste, mirrored in a
heterogeneous mass flux with strongly curved stream lines. By
contrast, the ITZ is the preferable zone for diffusion. Therefore,
the mass flux profile in Fig. 6 b) is rather homogeneous, and the
stream lines are attracted by the ITZ.
Altogether, this first study shows that the overall diffusivity of
three-phase concrete is driven by mainly two concurring effects:
First, high volume fractions of non-conducting mineral aggregates
lead to lower diffusivity. Second, the smaller the particles, i.e. the
larger the surface-to-volume ratio, the larger the overall diffusivity
of the three-phase concrete. Clearly, the latter is a length scale
effect. We conclude that the ITZ surrounding the small aggregates
is carrying the most significant part of the diffusivity.5.2. Model validation
In the second study, we aim at validating our multi-scale model
against experimental data from the literature. The question to
solve is: Can we find, for a given DCP, a suitable value for f such that
the numerically predicted overall diffusivity matches the experi-
mental data? For that purpose, we extract experimental results
from [26,27,5] as shown in Fig. 7.
Hereby, the experimental results by Yang et al. [27] are
obtained for a concrete mixture with the sieve curve displayed in
Fig. 2. Taking into account the spreading of the experimental data,
a very good approximation of the experimental results can be
obtained by choosing a very small value f ! 0. In other words,
the surface diffusion effect associated with the ITZ in the mixture
used in [27] is of minor importance. However, the approximately10linear drop of overall diffusivity with increasing aggregate volume
fraction in properly matched by the multi-scale model.
In [5], three different mortar mixes with varying aggregate con-
tents are studied. The three mixtures are denoted ‘‘fine”
(d 2 0:315;1½  mm), ‘‘medium” (d 2 0:315;2½  mm) and ‘‘coarse”
(d 2 2;4½  mm). Further details of the sieve curve are not reported.
Therefore, we assume a sieve curve similar to that of [27], but
scaled to similar diameter ranges as the ones called fine, medium
and coarse. This scaling is effectuated according to (5) and leads
to the ranges indicated in Fig. 8.
The procedure to compare the numerical multi-scale model to
the experimental results is as follows: We use the available data
for the coarse mixture to adjust the parameter f of our model.
We find that the choice f ¼ 0:5 mm provides a good agreement
of the VCH model with the experimental data for the coarse mix-
ture. The same parameter f ¼ 0:5 mm is now used to predict the
overall diffusivity for the medium and the fine mixture. We find
that for the medium mixture, the VCH prediction is matching the
experimental data very well. For the fine structure, VCH results
in a slight underestimation of the diffusivity of approx 10%.
Applying the same parameter f ¼ 0:5 mm for the mixture rule
(44), we find a mild overestimation of the overall diffusivity. By
contrast, the mixture rule (46) leads to a significant overestimation
of the data and is, for the sake of lucidity, not displayed.
In view of the incomplete data on the sieve curves used in the
literature, the agreement of both methods, VCH and analytical
homogenization only taking into account the active parts of the
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dient, is remarkably good. It requires further experimental data to
decide whether it is necessary to carry out the numerical effort for
VCH or whether it is sufficient to evaluate the (much cheaper) ana-
lytical homogenization rule.6. Conclusions and outlook
The aim of the current study is to establish a modeling tech-
nique for chloride ion diffusion in three-phase concrete consisting
of smaller and larger mineral aggregates embedded in a cement
paste matrix with the ITZ. The ITZ is a thin layer of increased poros-
ity and diffusivity surrounding the aggregates. We propose to use a
hybrid multi-scale approach based on sequential analytical
homogenization of a micro-scale problem (containing small aggre-
gates and cement paste) and computational homogenization of the
meso-scale problem (containing large aggregates and the homoge-
nized matrix material from the micro-scale problem). To be able to
deal with realistic microstructures, we present a method that
allows to use sieve curve data and to generate, in an automated
fashion, random (periodic) RVEs representing the meso-scale of
three-phase concrete. The algorithm is based on (i) a generation
of a dense sphere packing according to the required PSD, (ii) a
weighted Voronoi tessellation, and (iii) a shrinking procedure of
the Voronoi cells to further randomize the structure and to adjust
the volume fraction of the mineral aggregates.
Having these tools at hand, we are able to analyze the overall dif-
fusivity of three-phase concrete for a large variety of sieve curve data.
We, therefore, first investigate how sensitive the multi-scale model is
for changes in the sieve curve. The main finding is that the overall
material behavior of three-phase concrete shows a clear size effect
in the presence of the ITZ: The smaller the aggregate size the larger
becomes the overall diffusivity. At the same time, large volume frac-
tions of (impermeable) aggregates can reduce the overall diffusivity
significantly. The question which of these concurring effects is dom-
inant is decided by the thickness and the diffusivity of the ITZ.
In a second study, we validate the numerical multi-scale model
against experimental data from literature. Hereby, calibrating the
model for one given data set allows us to predict the behavior of
mixtures with different aggregate content with reasonable accu-
racy. However, more complete experimental data is required for
a more detailed validation.
Altogether, the proposed multi-scale modeling approach gives
an insight into the diffusive chloride ingress in three-phase con-
crete. The relevance of the ITZ is clearly supported by the current
findings. As to ongoing and future work, we plan to successively
address the subsequent aspects:
 carry out time-dependent (transient) investigations,
 investigate the effect of irregular aggregate shapes,
 extend the structure generation algorithm towards dependence
of ITZ thickness on aggregate size
Furthermore, we aim at investigating if the proposed method
can be used to inversely identify the intrinsic diffusivity of the
ITZ if geometrical data about ITZ thickness is available, e.g. from
X-ray Computed Tomography. Finally, it could be interesting to
study a type of percolation effect that occurs when the ITZs sur-
rounding two close aggregates start to interact.Declaration of Competing Interest
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